
be on the lookout for certain colors to strengthen color recognition or demonstrate patterns for even more
learning opportunity! The children will love creating their very own handmade jewelry, and they will be
learning and exercising as they do it!

Have you been taking walks outdoors with students this spring? It is a
great way to get kids moving while taking advantage of the pleasant
weather. One activity you can incorporate for even more fun is nature
bracelets. Take some wide tape and make a loose bracelet for each child
(making sure it is sticky on the outside – not the inside). While on your
walk, encourage the children to pick flowers or leaves and stick them on
their bracelets. Be sure to check the area for insects and harmful plants
like poison ivy before beginning the activity. You could ask the children to 

May is an exciting time to get outside and have a field day! Here is a fun and easy
alphabet relay race to play to get moving and learn letters. All you need are 2 buckets (or
bowls or boxes, etc.) and some letters (foam, magnetic, even pieces of paper with letters
written on them). Place the 2 buckets a far enough distance apart to encourage
movement. Have the children stand next to the empty bucket. Then call out a letter and
have them run and find the letter. For smaller children you could give them the letter and
have them match it and for more difficulty, you could ask the child to say the letter sound
or a word that starts with the letter before running back.  
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CHILDREN & NATURE
Sensory Experiences in Nature



Compliment someone
 Turn off your phone for at least 3

 
 

 Watc
 Try stret
 Go to your favorite park
 Spend time cuddling your pets
 Start journaling
 Take yourself out to eat
 Burn your favorite candle
 Do a 10-minute breathing exercise
 Get a manicure or pedicure
 Clean out a closet or space in your 
 home and organize it
Do something kind for a stranger
Drink more water
Stay off social media for the day 
Watch your favorite sappy movie
Watch an inspiring TED Talk 
Get or make your favorite breakfast
Listen to your favorite music
Have a game night
Sleep in (Weekend or day off)
Exercise
Order favorite Pizza 
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Check the playground surfacing. Is there enough coverage? Is it in good condition? Proper surfacing under
and around equipment can reduce the number of injuries that occur on a playground.
Use playground equipment and materials that are right for the child’s age.
Check for sharp points, edges, and nails and screws sticking out on climbing structures. Be mindful of
children wearing jackets and hoodies to ensure strings do not create a strangulation hazard. Check climbers
for any insect nests or hives.
Review your playground safety plan and rules. Help children learn to go down slides safely.
Check the use zone for swings and ensure other play is kept away from the area.
Check weather conditions. Check children for signs of being too hot. If sunscreen is needed, follow proper
procedures for applying it and have parental consent on file. Check the expiration dates of the sunscreen.
Ensure children stay hydrated and are appropriately dressed for the weather.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Be sure to interact and engage! Active supervision calls for us to interact, set up the environment, monitor play,
and scan and count the children in our care.

Resources: HealthyChildren.org, Licensure Rules for Child Care Agencies, Early Childhood Learning & Knowledge Center, and PreventChildInjury.org

TEACHER SELF-CARE - 31 DAY CHALLENGE
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CONTACT US

www.tnccrr.org

When you are not feeling your best, it is important to indulge i
self-care. This self-care challenge is a wonderful way to refresh your
self-care practices so that you can become more in tune with yourself in
every dimension:

This project is funded through a grant with the TN Department of Human Services and Signal Centers.Inc.

Educator Wellness: Self-Care in a Selfless Field

COACHES CORNER

 Go for a 15-minute walk during a break
 Take a bubble bath
 Write down 3 things you are grateful for
 Buy yourself fresh flowers
 End the evening with your favorite book,
blanket and tea
 Compliment someone
 Turn off your phone for at least 3 hours 
 before bed
 Go out to eat with your best friend
 Go for a walk and take pictures
 Get a massage
 Watch your favorite comedy movie
 Try stretching and yoga
 Go to your favorite park
 Spend time cuddling your pets
 Start journaling
 Take yourself out to eat
 Burn your favorite candle
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Warmer weather means we can spend more time outside with the children! It is
important to check the playground before and after play and practice active
supervision. A good playground challenges and engages children but is also designed
to keep them safe. 

For more information and to reach a 
quality coach near you, visit: 
www.tnccrr.org




